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Annually, the Maine Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV) seeks to recognize the contributions of public service
exhibited by a member of its Driver License Examiner team. This honor is particularly significant as it is
peer driven. The award’s foundation is reflective of the American Association of Motor Vehicle
Administrators Examiner Code of Ethics, which reflects “PRIDE” in daily performance. What does the
acronym of “Pride’ embody? Professionalism, Respect, Integrity, Diligence and Equality. The Maine
Department of Secretary of State and BMV are committed to staff “Pride” in seeking to maintain highway
safety standards while administering business with a favorable attitude towards providing optimum
customer services.
In support of Maine’s 2017 Examiner of the Year recipient, were the words of a colleague describing this
year’s selection;

“My nomination for the Examiner of the Year is an examiner that I think represents the
department the way it should be represented. Their appearance is always neat and their
demeanor is always pleasant. They put the nervous applicant at ease with a warm greeting
and a friendly remark. This examiner is always looking for ways to put our department in a
positive light and strives to raise the performance of other examiners to do the same. This
examiner was instrumental in the production of our recently released video (on road testing
awareness) and they also have several other ideas for public outreach. This is the type of
thinking that will push this department forward. My nomination is Examiner Michael
“Chad” Reynolds.”
As eloquently depicted by a peer of Examiner Reynolds, his work in 2017 has reflected “Pride”.
Congratulations Chad on your nomination, selection and well-deserved recognition. Thank you for
representing the job classification of Driver License Examiner in a manner that looks to service rendered to
the public as the criterion for personal success.
The Maine Bureau of Motor Vehicles 2017 Examiner of the Year …..Michael “Chad” Reynolds.
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